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Abstract 
We consider the power laws of certain limiting values in greedy lattice animals which were in- 
troduced by Cox, Gandolfi, Griffin, and Kesten (1993) and Gandolfi and Kesten ( 1994). We study 
the behavior of the limiting values as we change the parameter p. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Let Zd be a d-dimensional cubic lattice. The distance between u E Zd and v E Zd is 
defined by 
1124 - vl( = /\u - v/J1 = e lu(i) - v(i)\. 
1=I 
Define 
UEZd : sup lu(i)-u(i)l<l , 
l<i<d 
and 
sup [u(i) - v(i)( = 1 
l<i<d 
In the case u = 0, we simplify the notations B(0, I) and aB(O, 1) by B(I) and as(l), 
respectively. 
A sequence n=(vt,..., v,) in Zd is a path if I\r~‘,+r - ui(/ = 1 for 1 <i<n - 1. The 
length of the path n: = (VI,. . . , v,) is VI and is denoted by /rcj. Note that the length InI of 
a path n is not defined in a usual way since we count not the edges but the vertices in 
the path. If a path rc = (VI,. . . , u,) satisfies v, # vi for i # j, it is called self-avoiding. 
A subset r] of Zd is a lattice animul (or connected) if for any x, y E q there is a 
path n = (VI,. , v,) in q from VI =x to v, = y. The size of the lattice animal q is the 
cardinality of the subset v of Zd and is denoted by Iv/. 
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Let {X,(p) : u E Zd} be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with a success parameter 
p, i.e., 
x,(P) = 
1 with probability p, 
0 with probability 1 - p. 
We take d 22 to avoid trivialities. Consider the random subset C of Zd which is 
obtained by deleting all vertices v with &(p)=O. For two disjoint subsets & and 
S? of Zd, we denote the event that some vertex ut E & is connected to some vertex 
USE&? by a path rr=(vt,...,v,) in C by 
We also denote the event n,“=, (0 H aB(n)} that for any n 2 1 the origin 0 is connected 
to some vertex u, E as(n) by a path rc = (~1,. . . , v,) in C by 
0 c-) co. 
The fundamental theorem of percolation is that there exists 0 < pC = p,(d) < 1 such 
that 
go tf 03) = 
{ 
0 if P < pc, 
>O if p>pC. (1.1) 
pC is called the critical probability for site percolation on Zd (see Grimmett, 1989, 
Chapter 1 for more details). 
If p < pC, then the connected component Cs of C containing the origin consists of 
only finite number of vertices and so 
lim PP(O cf as(n)) = 0. 
n-CC 
The behavior of this convergence is one of the main interests in percolation: There 
exist strictly positive finite constants p and o, which are independent of p, and r(p), 
which depends on p, such that for 0 < p -C pC 
and such that 
(1.3) 
Moreover, 
lim lo&(0 c-t (n, 0,. . . TO)) 1 
=-5(p). 
(1.4) n-03 n 
t(p) is called the correlation length (see Grimmett, 1989, Chapter 5 for more details). 
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Cox et al. (1993) introduce 
where n(n) is the set of selfavoiding paths 7c of length n starting at the origin and 
E(n) is the set of lattice animals y of size n containing the origin. Gandolfi and Kesten 
(1994) show that there exist positive finite constants M(p) and N(p) such that 
l irn WI(P) ~ = M(p) and lim NAP) __ 
R-W n 
=N(p) a.s. and in L’. 
n-3~ n 
(1.6) 
For the motivation and the development of the greedy lattice animal model, see 
Cox et al. (1993) and Gandolfi and Kesten (1994). For the applications of the model. 
see Fontes and Newman (1993) and Sznitman (1995). 
By the definition of M(p) and N(p), M(O) = N(O) = 0, 
PGM(P)dN(P), 0 <p < 1, 
M( 1) = N( 1) = 1. Gandolfi and Kesten (1994) point out that 
P<M(P)<N(P), O<P<l, 
and Lee (1993) shows that 
P < M(p) <N(p), 0 < p < PC> 
and that, for pc < p < 1, M(p) = N( p) = 1. However, we have very little information 
on the dependence of M(p) and N(p) on p. To understand the dependence of M(p) 
and N(p) on p, Lee (1996) studies the continuity property of M(p) and N(p). By an 
obvious coupling, we may restate the results of Lee (1993) and Lee (1996) as follows 
(one can find the proof in Lee, 1994). 
Theorem 1. M(.) und N(.) are increasing continuous jimctions of p such thut 
M(0) = N(0) = 0, 
M(p) =N( p) = 1, pc 6 pd 1. Moreover, these two functions are strict1.y increasing 
for PIP,. 
Here, we study the behaviors of M(p) and N(p) as pi0 and as pTpc. The direct 
motivation of this paper comes from Fontes and Newman (1993). Fontes and Newman 
(1993, Corollary to Theorem 3), show that for any E > 0 there exists a strictly positive 
finite constant C, such that 
M(p) <N(p) < C,p”@+‘! 
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This raises a question whether M(p) and N(p) behave like a power of p as ~10. We 
have the answer to this problem. 
Theorem 2. There exist strictly positive jinite constants Cl = Cl(d) and C:! = G(d) 
such that 
ClP ‘ld<‘M(p)<N(p)GC2p”d. (1.7) 
We also get some partial results on the behavior of M(p) and N(p) for pTpc. 
Theorem 3. Fix 0 < po < pc. Then, there exists a strictly positive finite constant 
C3 = C3(po,d) such that 
p <M(p) < N(p) d I- c3 
PC (5(P)logr(P))d’ po <p<pc. 
If d = 2, then there exists a strictly positive finite constant C4 = Cd(po,d) such that 
c4 
l- 5(P) 
- GM(p) <N(p)< l- 
In Section 2, we prove Theorem 2. We construct an infinite (random) path in a 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
certain optimal way and evaluating the values X,(p) along this infinite path we obtain 
a lower bound for M(p). We also count systematically the number of lattice animals 
of interest and we use the Borel-Cantelli lemma to obtain an upper bound for N(p). 
In Section 3, we prove Theorem 3. By a coupling we get a lower bound for M(p). 
If d = 2, by a well-known result from first-passage percolation on the square lattice 
2’ we get a better lower bound for M(p). For an upper bound for N(p) we employ 
Peierls argument. 
2. Power laws of M(p) and N(p) as ~10 
In this section, we prove Theorem 2. This consists of two parts: First, we construct an 
infinite (random) path in a certain optimal way and evaluating the values X,(p) along 
this infinite path we obtain a lower bound for M(p). Second, we count systematically 
the number of lattice animals of interest and we use the Borel-Cantelli lemma to obtain 
an upper bound for N(p). 
We begin with a lower bound for M(p). We construct an infinite self-avoiding (ran- 
dom) path rc=(vi,v~,...) inZd h’ h t w tc s arts at the origin and which moves “as directly 
as possible” from one vertex u with X,(p) = 1 to another vertex u’ with X,,(p) = 1: 
Let U; =(-l,O,..., 0) and let ui = (O,O, . . . ,O). Once of and U, have been determined, 
we order the points of u, + (Z+)d = {v E Zd : u(i) 3 u,(i), 1 <i <d} in such a way that 
21 Fn 21’ if 2 v(i) > 5 v’(i). (2.1) 
i=l i=l 
Then, we let uf,, be the first vertex v in un + (Z+)d in the given order such that 
X,(p) = 1 and let u,+i = ~f+i + (l,O,. . . ,O). We construct a selfavoiding (random) 
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path rcn, from u, to ~t+i in which we first move u:+, (1) - u,( 1) steps in the direction 
of the positive first coordinate axis, then u;,, (2) - u,(2) steps in the direction of the 
positive second coordinate axis, and so on. Now, we construct an infinite selfavoiding 
(random) path n, which starts at the origin, by concatenating the 71,‘s. Then, by ( 1.5 ) 
and (1.6) 
M(p) 3 lim sup 
n’M Cl=: /%I 
(2.2) 
The right-hand side of (2.2) will be estimated by the strong law of large numbers, 
Jensen’s inequality, and a coupling. 
Let {Y,(p) : n 2 1) be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with a success parameter p 
and let {I,(p) : II 3 l} be defined inductively by 
Ii(p)= inf{k>l: Yk(p)=l} 
and for n32 
(2.3 ) 
l,(P)= inf{k>,l: yLl(p)+k(P)= 1). (2.4) 
Then, {I,(p): n 3 1) are i.i.d. strictly positive integer-valued random variables with 
mean p -I. Then, by the strong law of large numbers 
l irn c”,=, L(P) = 
P 
-1 a.s., 
n+no n 
and so by the strong law of large numbers and by Jensen’s inequality 
dP 
-lid a.s. 
n 
(2.5) 
Now, let us do a coupling. When we choose the ui’s and u,‘s, we test X,(p) in a 
certain order: We test X,(p), u E u1 + (Z+)d, in the given order until we find the first 
vertex ui such that XU; ( p) = 1. Next, we test X,(p), v E u2 + (Zf)d, in the given order 
until we find the first vertex ~4 such that X,;(p) = 1, and so on. We define Y,(p) as 
the nth X,(p) in this testing order. Note that the vertex at which the nth testing is done 
is random except the case n = 1 in which Yi( p) =X,(p) and that we never have to 
test X,(p) at the same vertex twice. Note also that {Y,(p) : n > l} are i.i.d. Bernoulli 
random variables with a success parameter p. Now, we define {Z,(p) : n 3 1) by (2.3) 
and (2.4) as above. If we test, after choosing u,, ’ Z,(p) values of X,(p) in the given 
order to choose uL+i, then the length 1~~1 of the rectilinear path rc, from u, to u:,, is 
less than or equal to c(~I)lA’~(p). Indeed, if u:+, lies in the cc-th layer in u n + (Zf)d, 
i.e., if 
&+,(i) - u,(i)) = a - 1, 
r=l 
then, by (2.1) 
!I v E II, + (z+)d : -jy (u(i) - t&(i)) < CI - 1 II < MPk i=l 
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i.e., 
(2.6) 
Since there exist C’(d) and C”(d) such that 
a-2 
> C’(d) c kd-’ > C”(d)& 
k=O 
by (2.6) we have 
In, / = do < C(d)Zjjd(p), 
where C(d)= C”(d)-‘@. Then, since /rc,/ <C(d)lA’d(p), by (2.2) and (2.5) with 
Cr = C(d)-’ we have 
M(P)> mmszp c=: ,71,, 3 lims~~C~~~~r~~~(~) ~CIP”~ 
We now turn to an upper bound for N(p). For this purpose, we need a systematic 
counting of lattice animals of interest which is Lemma 1 of Cox et al. (1993). 
Lemma 1 (Cox, Gandolfi, Griffin and Kesten, 1993). Let q be a lattice animal of size 
n and let 1 < 1 <n be given. Then, there exists a sequence (~0,. . , u,} in Zd, of r + 1 
< [(2n - 2)/Z] + 1 points, with sup, $kGd lUi+l(k) - Ui(k)l d 1, 0 d i < r, such that 
?j C UB(lUi,21). 
i=O 
Moreover, if ye contains the origin 0, then we may in addition choose uo = 0. 
Let C2 be a strictly positive finite constant which will be explicitly chosen below. 
Suppose that there is a lattice animal r of size n containing the origin such that 
Then, by Lemma 1 with I= [p-‘/d], for large n, say, n >:nr, there exists a sequence 
(~0,. . . , u,} in Zd, of r-t 1 < [(2n -2)/Z] + 1 points, with suplGkGd lui+l(k) - ui(k)l < 1, 
0 <i < r, such that 
?j C UB(lUi, 21). 
i=O 
Moreover, since y contains the origin, we can choose uo = 0. Since q is contained in 
UT=0 B(lui, 2119 
c X,(p) 3 C&(p) 3 C2p’ldn. 
w&~(lu,,24 UEll 
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So, for n3nl 
G c e-CzP% (Ir&:.*il)) . 
{U,....&} 
(2.7) 
Note that, since uo = 0, there are at most (3d)’ < (3d)(2n-2)i’ < (3d)*“p’ ’ choices for 
{~a,. . , u,}. Also note that &, B( Zui, 21) contains, for n >/nl, at most (Y +- 
1)(41 f l)d <([(2n - 2)/1] + I)(41 + l)d <3np’id(9p-‘id)d vertices. So, by (2.7) with 
C2 = 2 log(3d) + 6 9d 
E c e-C2p’%y~ _ p + pe)3nP”d(9P-‘“Y’ 
n=nt {uo,...,u,} 
G F (3d)*n~“~~-Cz~“~n(l _ p + pe)3n~’ “(9~~’ ‘Y 
=F exp(-[-2log(3d) f C2 - (e - 1)3 . 9d]p’1dn) 
NOW, by the BorelLCantelli lemma N(p) 6 C~P’!~ follows from (1 S) and (1.6). 
3. Power laws of M(p) and N(p) as p T pC 
In this section, we prove Theorem 3. This again consists of two parts: First, we note 
that M( pC) = 1. This means that there always exists a long (random) path 71 such that 
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After a coupling, we evaluate the values X,(p) along this long path and we get a 
lower bound for M(p). If d = 2, with the help of some results from first-passage 
percolation we can get a better lower bound for M(p). Second, we construct a handy 
tool (Lemma 2) how to construct an upper bound for N(p). In order to use this tool, 
we count systematically the number of lattice animals of interest and estimate certain 
probabilities of interest. We then, using the tool, construct an upper bound for N(p). 
Let’s start with lower bounds for M(p). Let {U, : v E Zd} be i.i.d. random variables 
whose common distribution is the uniform distribution on the unit interval [0, 11. Define 
{X,(p) : v E Zd}, i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with a success parameter p, by 
UP) =I(& 6 P). 
Let zn,(pC) be an optimal selfavoiding (random) path of length n starting at the 
origin for which CDEn,(p,) X,(pC) achieves M,(pC). Then, by (1.5) and (1.6) we have 
for p<pC 
M(p) 3 lim sup 
c IEn, S(p) 
n-03 n 
= lim sup 
c “En.(pc)I(~ d P) 
nF+m n 
Since M(p,)= 1, by (1.5) and (1.6) 
lim 
c “En”(Pc)l(uv d PC) = 1. 
12-00 n 
So, it makes sense to write (3.1) as 
Moreover, by (3.2) and by the strong law of large numbers 
Therefore, by (3.2)-(3.4) we have 
M(P)3 :. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
If d = 2, by a well-known result from first-passage percolation on the square lattice 
Z2 we get a better lower bound for M(p). Let {V,(p) : u E Zd} be defined by 
UP) = 1 -x,(P). (3.6) 
In first-passage percolation, the main interest is the time 
T,(p) = min C K(P): n a path from (0,O) to (n,O) \ 
VErr 1 
> (3.7) 
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to travel from (0,O) to (n,O). The fundamental theorem of first-passage percolation is 
that there exists a finite constant p(p) such that 
lim ‘(P) __ = p(p) a.s. and in L’ 
n+cc n (3.8 1 
(see Durrett, 1988, Chapter 8 for more details). p(p) is called the time constant. 
In the case d = 2, Chayes et al. (1986) study the relation between the time constant 
p(p) and the correlation length r( p ). 
Theorem 4 (Chayes, Chayes and Durrett, 1986). In Z*, 
P(P>d 6. (3.9) 
Proof. See Theorem 3.2, (2.6), and (2.7) of Chayes et al. (1986). fl 
Now, let ti7,( p) be an optimal path from (0,O) to (n, 0) for which 
c 
m%(P) 
UP) = min 
i 
c 
Sn 
p) : n a path from (0,O) to (n, 0) 
I 
and let n,“(p) be the initial piece of the path Qp) of n vertices. Then, by (3.6)-(3.9) 
M(p) 3 limsup 
c “Eqp&(P) 
n-C% n 
= lim sup 
fi - C”En’(p) UP) n 
n--*0.? n 
3 lim 
n - Ca&(p) K(P) 
n-IX n 
= 1 - P(P) 
3 1 - C4/5(P). 
Now, let us construct an upper bound for N(p). To do this, we need a tool how to 
construct an upper bound of N(p). The next Lemma provides us such a tool. 
Lemma 2. Let {X,(p):uEZd} h e i. i.d. Bernoulli random variables with a .success 
parameter p. Assume that there exist c, Cg, and n2 such that for n an2 
Then, 
N(p)<1 -cc. 
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Proof. If there is a lattice animal q of size n containing the origin such that 
C,,,X,(p)>(l - c)n, then 
x(1 -X,(p))Gcn. 
UC? 
So, for nanz, by (3.10) 
p Nncp)gl -_c ( ) ( 6P < e-C5”. n i?l=il =?I 
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
N(P) 61 -c 
n 
for large n with probability 1 and hence (3.11) follows from (1 S) and (1.6). ??
Fix po such that 0 < po <pC. Let L be a strictly positive finite constant which will 
be explicitly chosen below. For a lattice animal q of size 1~) >n containing the origin, 
we construct a “covering” lattice animal 
q:={uEZd:B(LV,L) n qf0) 
of size If/ 3r~/3~(2L + l)d. Note that, since q contains the origin, so does f. Construct 
a spanning tree z for f with root 0. Then, r has Iqj vertices and hence lrjl - 1 edges. 
Construct a path rt = (VI,. . . , ok) in z (which may not be selfavoiding) starting at the 
origin u1 =0 which contains all vertices in z with (at most twice as many edges as 
t and hence) at most 21151 - 1 vertices (see Durrett et al., 1991), Section 2 for the 
explicit construction of such a rr). Since rc visits all lql vertices in q, we can construct 
a sequence 2.41,. . , ~1, I > l?j1/7d, such that 
B(LUi,L)flv] # 0, 1<iid1, (3.12) 
and 
B(LUi, 3L) n B(L&!j, 3L) = 0, i # j, (3.13) 
in the following way: Let us = 0. Once u,, has been chosen, we choose u,+l the first 
vertex u in n after U, such that 
B(Lu,3L)nB(Lui,3L)=!$ l<i<n. 
Since n visits all lql vertices in f and since B(Lui,3L) contains exactly 7d vertices of 
the form Lv, v E Zd, indeed we can construct a sequence ~1, . . . ,ul, 12 lfl/7d, which 
satisfies (3.12) and (3.13). 
Suppose that there exists a lattice animal q of size (gl >n containing the origin such 
that 
C(l -&(p))dcn. 
UEll 
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Then, as we described above, we can construct a sequence ~1,. . . , ~1, 12 iql/7d, which 
satisfies (3.12) and (3.13). For large n>n3 =nj(L), Z32, therefore qnB(Lu,,L) # 0 
and q @ B(Lu,, 3L), and hence for 1 <i < 1 there exists a selfavoiding path z, from 
dB(Lui, L) to aB(LUi, 3~5) in ;r? n B(Lui, 3L). So, since n, c q and 71, f’ nJ = 0 for i fj, 
where for two disjoint subsets d and 9 of Zd 
t(.d,%)= inf x(1 -X,(p)): 
i 
n a selfavoiding path from G? to ;/A 
wsn 
Note here that 1 - X,(p) now takes over the role of XJ p) in the usual first-passage 
percolation set up. Since {t(dB(Lui,L), B(_&, 3L)) are i.i.d. random variables whose 
common distribution is the same as that of t(aB(L), aB(3L), for n >n3 
c P (tI(IU(La..i).jO(Lu.. ,,,,,C,) 
lril Bn/3d(2L+l)d {u,,...,ui} i=l 
< c c eAcnE e 
( 
-i y_, rcas(Lu,,L).aB(Lu,.3L)) 
IriI ani3d(2L+l)d {u I,..., u,} 
> 
< c c eE.cfl[E(e--~‘(~B(L),‘B(3L)))]/, 
IfI a~z/3~(2L+l)~ {u I...., u,} 
(3.14) 
Note that for a lattice animal q of size lql containing the origin there are at most 
(2d)21fiP2 paths 71 of length 2(f\ - 1 staring at the origin which covers f and hence 
there are at most (2d)215-2 choices for (~1,. , u,}. So, by (3.14) 
(3.15) 
ii1 >n/3“(2L+l)“ 
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If B(L) t+ B(3L), then there exists some vertex v E as(L) such that u tt B(3L) 
and hence v c-) aB(v,2L). So, by (1.2) and (1.3) we can choose C,, independent of 
po <p<pc, large so that 
~=G5(p)log5(p) 
satisfies for po < p =c pc 
4&(P(@B(,q, %(3L)) = 0))“‘” 
= 4dQ@B(_q H %(3L)))“7” 
<4d2((2L + l)dPp(O tf B(2Q))“‘” 
1 < 5. (3.16) 
Since t(M(L), B(3L)) > 1 if t(M(L), aB(3L)) # 0, we can choose A= C7, independent 
of PO cp<pc, large so that for po <p<pc 
4d2(E(e- nt(as(L),aB(3L)) ‘/‘d 
<4d2(P(t(B(L), aB(3L)) = 0) + e-‘P(t(dB(L), aB(3L)) # 0))“‘” 
<i. (3.17) 
Finally, we can choose C3, independent of p. < p<pc, small so that for po <p-c pc 
c = C3(5(P) 1% 5(PF 
satisfies for po c p < pc 
4d2e~c3d(2L+‘)d(~(e-lr(aB(L).dB(3L))))1/’d < $ (3.18) 
Therefore, by (3.14)-(3.18) with c= C3(&p)logQp))-d we have for an3 
p 
log 413 
3d(2L + l)“n 1 ’
Therefore, by Lemma 2 we have 
N(p)< 1 - 
C3 
(aP)logt(P)Y 
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